
Dear Practice Builder,

Getting in front of your ideal clients is by far the fastest way to build your
business but sometimes that can feel confusing and downright
overwhelming.  It’s hard to know where to start let alone which tactics are
going to work for your particular situation.

That’s why I created this guide “10 Overlooked Hotspots to find Your Ideal
Clients”.  These are tried and tested ways that I teach my clients to implement
so they can generate more awesome leads, help more people, and fill their
practice with high-paying clients that they truly enjoy.

For more helpful tips and strategies that will help you to grow your practice,
be sure to connect with me on Instagram and on my Facebook Page or you
can email me at Lesli@LesliBitel.com.

Cheers to your success!

Lesli Bitel, MBA, RDN, LDN
LesliBitel.com
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10 Overlooked “Hotspots” to find

Your Ideal Clients

1. Current and Past Clients
When you have a new program or product, it always helps to ask current or
past clients if they’d be interested.  They already know, like, and trust you, and
have hired you before.  It’s likely that your newest offering would be perfect
for some of them.

In addition, since they’ve experienced your services firsthand, they’ll likely
know folks who would be ideal to refer to you.  But you need to overtly ASK
them to get them to take action!

2. People who Expressed Interest in Working
With You in the Past
Keep a database of people you’ve spoken to about working together in the
past who, at that time, didn’t move forward for whatever reasons (not the
right timing, not the right service, etc.).  It’s a great idea to contact these
people again to let them know when you have new things to offer.  Also, if a
certain amount of time has gone by and they haven’t been able to change
things, they might finally be ready to take the plunge and hire you for help!

3. Your “Friends and Fans” List
Draft up a list of all of your friends, acquaintances, colleagues (current and
past), neighbors, family, and anyone else who would be pleased to hear from
you and hear what you’re up to.  Take a look at the list – who do you already
know that could benefit from your services?  Reach out and make an offer!
And also, proactively ask these friends and fans for referrals – people are
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usually happy to help.  Just make sure they know exactly whom you serve and
what problems you solve for your clients.

4. People from Local Networking Groups
If you’re not already attending local networking groups, start!  You’ll meet all
kinds of people, and some of them may be perfect for what you offer.  Also, as
they get to know you, they’ll know others who could use your services, and
they’ll refer those people too!   You might start by looking up groups like BNI
(www.bni.com) and LeTip (www.letip.com).

And here’s another idea – at one networking meeting, ask people what
OTHER networking meetings they attend that they find valuable.  Most cities
have “word of mouth” networking groups that aren’t advertised.

5. People from Social Groups You Attend
Do you go to a book club?  A knitting group?  Church or temple?  Do you
volunteer with any local organizations?  Consider whom within those circles
could benefit from working with you.  And then don’t be shy about inviting
the “right” people into a conversation!

6. People in Your Email Database
You’d be surprised how many people you have in your email database, many
whom you haven’t thought of in quite some time.  Go through the list and,
again, look for those you know who might be ideal clients for you.  Then,
reach out and offer a complimentary “Strategy Session.”
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7. Engage on Social Media
Being active on Instagram, Facebook and LinkedIn allows you to vastly
expand your reach to people that might be a great fit for what you do!

In addition, there are various “special interest” groups and forums you can
find online where people are chatting about your area of specialty.

Look for Facebook groups that cater to specific target markets - you can
search these out by topic and join.  I recommend you “frequent” these groups
and start new topics and/or comment on posts that people have already
started.  People in these groups will likely click the link back to your profile
and connect with you via DMs.  These groups are also a great place to
research your target audience and gather important information about their
struggles, obstacles and what they are wanting to achieve with their health.

8. Professional Groups or Associations to which
Your Potential Clients Already Belong
Where do your ideal clients hang out?  I know a practitioner who specializes
in helping people with chronic pain, and she attends several different
illness-related support groups where she has found perfect clients.  What
groups do your ideal clients attend?  What memberships or organizations do
they belong to?

9. From www.MeetUp.com
You can go to this website, enter your zip code and a few keywords, and see
dozens of gatherings and groups in your area based on those specific topics.
For example, one of my clients specializes in helping women going through
divorce to look and feel their best.  She went to the site, typed in “divorce,” and
came up with several topic-specific groups in her area.  She then attended
several of these and did some speaking engagements for them (leading, of
course, to clients).  See what’s available when you enter your zip code and the
keywords relevant to your niche – there are bound to be groups you can
attend and/or speak at.
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10. Referral Partners
Who do you know that caters to the SAME audience you do, but serves them
in a different way?  These could be physicians, acupuncturists, chiropractors -
even hair stylists!  Think about where your ideal clients go for services and
make a list.  Then start reaching out, set up meetings and figure out
opportunities for collaboration.

I’ve done this countless times in both my nutrition and business coaching
practices because it really works.  The key is to identify ways that you can
collaborate in a mutually beneficial way.

I have a client who is a nutritionist, and she has several personal trainers who
refer clients to her.  In my nutrition coaching practice, I used to have two
psychologists, a chiropractor, acupuncturist, a large neurology group of MD’s,
pilates studio owner and a bunch of hair stylists at an Aveda hair salon
regularly refer to me.  And guess what?  I always had a full practice! Who
could be a referral partner for you?
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